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Abstract The neural networks are successfully applied to

many applications in different domains. However, due

to the results made by the neural networks are difficult to

explain the decision process of neural networks is supposed

as a black box. The explanation of reasoning is important

to some applications such like credit approval application

and medical diagnosing software. Therefore, the rule

extraction algorithm is becoming more and more important

in explaining the extracted rules from the neural networks.

In this paper, a decompositional algorithm is analyzed and

designed to extract rules from neural networks. The algo-

rithm is simple but efficient; can reduce the extracted rules

but improve the efficiency of the algorithm at the same

time. Moreover, the algorithm is compared to the other two

algorithms, M-of-N and Garcez, by solving the MONK’s

problem.

Keywords Neural network � Boolean rule �
Rule extraction

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Although both expert systems and neural networks are

typical systems in the domain of artificial intelligence, the

basic components of these two kinds of systems are dif-

ferent. The knowledge base of expert systems is a set of

rules which are stored in symbolic form, while neural

networks encode learned knowledge within an established

structure with adjustable weights in numerical form.

Hence, it is difficult to transfer the training results of a

neural network to the knowledge base of an expert system.

The solutions represented by the knowledge base of an

expert system could be explained and understood by users

[11]. The explainable feature is the main advantage of

expert system.

In contrast, neural networks have excellent abilities for

classifying data and learning from inputs [7], but it is

difficult to describe the decision process of a neural net-

work or to merge more than one trained neural network

[1, 23]. The key for neural networks to overcome this

deficiency is rule extraction. Rule extraction is the process

of discovering the knowledge which is encoded within a

neural network and representing these knowledge pieces in

symbolic form, just as a rule base in an expert system.

Once the rules which could be used to represent the neural

network are extracted, the expert system then can use those

rules as its knowledge base and gain the advantages of both

Neural Networks and Expert Systems [4, 24].

1.2 Related works

Although the neural-network-based systems performed

well, it still can not make users feel comfortable due to the
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‘black box’ effects of the neural networks. Therefore, some

rule extraction methods for neural networks had been

presented and classified into two categories, the pedagog-

ical and the decompositional algorithms [1, 12]. The ped-

agogical rule extraction algorithm aims to extract rules that

map inputs directly into outputs [12]. Some typical algo-

rithms of this category are ‘‘VIA’’ [18], ‘‘rule-extraction-

as-learning’’ [10] and ‘‘RULENEG’’ [3]. Most of peda-

gogical algorithms are not effective when the size of the

neural network increases, such as any real world problem.

In order to improve the efficiency, decompositional algo-

rithms focus on heuristically searching and extracting rules

in neurons of neural networks individually. The existing

decompositional algorithms include ‘‘KT’’ [8], ‘‘Subset’’

[4, 5], ‘‘MofN’’ [4, 5], ‘‘RULEX’’ [13, 14], ‘‘Setiono’’

[15, 16], ‘‘Tsukimoto’’ [6], and ‘‘Garcez’’[2].

The above rule extraction algorithms are designed for

multilayer perceptions (MLP) neural network. There are

some other algorithms can extraction rules from difference

types of neural networks. In the radial basis function (RBF)

neural network, Roger and Sun [29] provided a basic ideal

that a RBF network structure can be one-to-one corre-

spondence to fuzzy rules (Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy system

[28]). With the similar concept, Leng et al. [30] designed a

hybrid neural network which called the self-organising

fuzzy neural network (SOFNN). The SOFNN has the

capability to encode fuzzy rules in the resulting network.

Thus it can extract Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy rules directly

from the SOFNN. Beside SOFNN, Castellano et al. [33]

had also demonstrated a neuro-fuzzy network which can

generate TS fuzzy rules with the similar ideal. McGarry

et al. [31] proved a algorithm, is called RULEX (for Local

Rule EXtraction), which can extract rules from RBF with a

diffidence way. RULEX is tackles these issues by

extracting rules at two levels: hREX extracts rules by

examining the hidden unit to class assignments while

mREX extracts rules based on the input space to output

space mappings. Beside RBF, McGarry also offered a

technique which can extract propositional IF..THEN type

rules from the Kohonen self-organizing feature map (SOM)

with Malone et al. [34].

Ultsch et al. [32] presented a system is called CONnec-

tionist Knowledge Acquisition Too (CONKAT). In CON-

KAT, it uses a Kohonen network and a competitive learning

network for learning and its rule extractor uses a modified

ID3 algorithm builds a minimal decision tree [21].

1.3 Objective

In those rule extraction algorithms for MLP, some decom-

positional algorithms use weight pruning for more effec-

tively processing [4, 9, 15, 16], however, this kind of

algorithms does not guarantee that the pruned network

would be equivalent to the original one [2]. Therefore, the

accuracy of extracted rules might be decreased. Most of the

decompositional algorithms are requested additional times

to retrain the pruned network with original training data.

This paper tries to develop a decompositional algorithm

which could extract rules directly from trained neural net-

work without retraining and keep high accuracy and low

complexity at mean time. Such an algorithm is designed by

using the concept of bound decomposition of neural net-

work’s weights. The algorithm, Bound Decomposition Tree

algorithm, offers an efficient method to extract rule from a

neuron. Also, the algorithm had successful been applied

into some real applications, such as the expert system of

Chinese medicine [20], the advance process control expert

system [22, 25, 26] and the web management [27].

1.4 Outline of this paper

In Sect. 2, inputs of single neuron are modeled as a cube,

and relations between these inputs and weights are defined

for constructing Boolean rules. At the finial subsection, an

algorithm (Bound Decomposition Tree, BDT) is provided

to extract rules from a neuron. Section 3 proposed a

pruning method in BDT to decrease the number and the

complexity of the extracted rules. In Sect. 4, the BDT

algorithm is compared with other two algorithms, M-of-N

and Garcez, with the standard MONK’s problem. Section 5

gives a simple conclusions and possible future works.

2 Bound decomposition tree algorithm

2.1 Neural network and cube of input vectors

A neuron is an information processing unit that is the

fundamental component of a neural network [7]. Generally,

a Boolean logic neuron which has N binary inputs can be

expressed as:

x ¼ x1; x2; . . . ; xN½ �; xi 2 f0; 1g ð1Þ

The output of the neuron is

y ¼ f ðuðxÞÞ ð2Þ

uðxÞ ¼
XN

i¼1
wixi þ w0 ¼ wT xþ w0 ð3Þ

where w = [w1,w2, ... ,wN] is the weight vector and w0 is

the bias.

The active function f(�) possesses the properties is

f ðzÞ ¼ 1; z � 0

0; z\0

�
ð4Þ
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With the above description, to extract the rules from the

neuron, it requests to design an effective algorithm to

search all possible inputs x which suit for u(x) ‡ 0. For

better understanding, some definitions are described below.

Definition 1 (cube) A cube is a set which contains all

input vectors of x in a neuron as shown in Fig. 1 and can be

expressed as cube(w*), where w* = [w1,w2, ..., wN,w0]

includes the weights and bias of the neuron.

The input term xi of neuron is Boolean logic form (either

0 or 1), then u(x) can be just simply represented as the sum

of wi which xi = 1

uðxÞ ¼
X

i;xi¼1
wi þ w0 ð5Þ

It is easy to find that the absolute maximum of u(x) oc-

curs at xi = 1 for the weights wi got positive value and xi

= 0 for the weights wi is negative; and the minimum of

u(x) occurs at xi = 1 with wi is negative and xi = 0 with wi

is positive. Accordingly, the upper bound of the cube is

the sum of the bias w0 and all wi with positive values; and

the lower bound of the cube is the sum of w0 and all wi

with negative values.

Definition 2 (bound of cube) The bound of a cube is the

maximum and minimum of u(x) in the cube and can be

shown as

boundðcubeðw�ÞÞ ¼ ½Lbound;Ubound� ð6Þ

where the lower bound Lbound is the minimum of u(x) in

the cube; and the upper bound Ubound is the maximum of

u(x) in the cube

Lbound ¼
X

i;wi\0
wi þ w0 ð7Þ

Ubound ¼
X

i;wi[0
wi þ w0

Example 1 Assume that a neuron has three inputs {x1, x2,

x3}, and the corresponding weights are {w1, w2, w3}, and

the bias is w0.

w� ¼ ½w1;w2;w3;w0� ¼ ½0:9; 0:4;�0:5;�0:55�

and then

boundðcubeðw�ÞÞ ¼ ½lbound; ubound�
¼ ½�0:5þ ð�0:55Þ; 0:9þ 0:4þ ð�0:55Þ� ¼ ½�1:05; 0:75�

2.2 Sub-cube

In order to extract out the rules of a neuron for activating

the neuron, the cube of the neuron must be sorted into sub-

cubes and to find out a sub-cube with bound values lie

between the range [0, ¥] (or [–¥, 0]). That means all inputs

x of the cube would make the neuron active (or inactive).

What we have done here is to assign x1 to be sorted into 0

and 1, so that the original cube is divided into two sub-

cubes (one sub-cube with x1 be assigned to be 0; the other

with x1 be assigned to be 1). Similarly, each obtained sub-

cube can be sorted again and divided into smaller sub-

cubes with x2 be assigned. Then with more xi terms be

assigned into sub-cubes, the smaller subset of the sub-cube

of input vectors can be obtained.

Definition 3 (sub-cube) A sub-cube of a cube is a subset of

the input vectors x in a neuron. When the first m terms of an

input vector xi in a cube are sorted and assigned, a sub-cube

undergo m times sorting is obtained and can be expressed as

cube(w^*, x1, x2, ..., xm), where x1, x2, ... , xm are the as-

signed values of first m terms of an input vector xi in the cube.

Example 2 When only x1 is assigned, the cube can be

divided into two sub-cubes,

cubeðw�; 1Þ and cubeðw�; 0Þ:

The sub-cube with input vectors that x1 = 1 and x2 = 0 can

be expressed as

cubeðw�; 10Þ:

As known, each sub-cube is a sub-set of the input vector,

and each sub-cube with different inputs would cause dif-

ferent values of u(x).

Negative
Halfspace

110 (max)
w'x+w0=0.75

010
w'x+w0=-0.15

100
w'x+w0=0.35

111
w'x+w0=0.25

000
w'x+w0=-0.55

101
w'x+w0=-0.15

011
w'x+w0=-0.65

001 (min)
w'x+w0=-1.05

hyperplane
(neuron eqn)

x1'(0--) x2'x3 (-01)

x1x2
(11-)x1x3'

(1-0)

Positive
Halfspace

Fig. 1 The cube lattice
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Definition 4 (bound of sub-cube) The bound of a sub-

cube is the maximum and minimum of u(x) in the sub-cube

and can be shown as

boundðcubeðw�; x1x2; . . . ; xmÞÞ ¼ ½lbound; ubound� ð8Þ

where the lower bound lbound of the sub-cube is the

minimal u(x) in the sub-cube, and the upper bound ubound

of the sub-cube is the maximal u(x) in the sub-cube, where

lboundðcubeðw�; x1x2; . . . ; xmÞÞ
¼ minfuðxÞjx 2 cubeðw�; x1x2; . . . ; xmÞg
¼
Xm

i¼1;xi¼1
wi þ

Xn

j¼mþ1;wj\0
wj þ w0

ð9Þ

uboundðcubeðw�; x1x2; . . . ; xmÞÞ
¼ maxfuðxÞjx 2 cubeðw�; x1x2; . . . ; xmÞg
¼
Xm

i¼1;xi¼1
wi þ

Xn

j¼mþ1;wj[0
wj þ w0

ð10Þ

Example 3 According to Example 1, when the neuron’s

cube is divided into sub-cube with x1 = 1, the sub-cube is

cube(w*, 1) and its bound is

½lbound; ubound� ¼ ½0:9þ ð�0:5Þ þ ð�0:55Þ; 0:9þ ð0:4Þ
þ ð�0:55Þ� ¼ ½�0:15; 0:75�

When the above sub-cube is divided into two sub-cubes

with x2 the bound of the sub-cube cube(w*, 10) is

½lbound; ubound� ¼ ½0:9þ ð�0:5Þ þ ð�0:55Þ; 0:9
þ ð�0:55Þ� ¼ ½�0:15; 0:35�

and the bound of the another sub-cube cube(w*, 11) is

½lbound; ubound� ¼ ½ð0:9þ 0:4Þ þ ð�0:5Þ
þ ð�0:55Þ; ð0:9þ 0:4Þ þ ð�0:55Þ� ¼ ½0:25; 0:75�

The calculations of bounds via above equations are

complicate. Since the bounds of a cube have been counted

when the cube being divided into sub-cubes, a more effective

method to find out the new bounds of the sub-cube can be

achieved with a simpler calculation from the original bounds

of the cube. That is, for any cube cube(w*, x1x2 � � � xm) with

bounds of [lboundm, uboundm], the bounds of the new

sub-cube cube(w*, x1x2 � � � xmxm+1) with xm+1 be sorted

can be obtained from

Example 4 According to Example 2, the bound of the

sub-cube cube(w*,1) is [lbound, ubound] = [–0.15, 0.75]

When the sub-cube is divided into two sub-cubes with x2,

the bound of the sub-cube cube(w*,10) is

½lbound; ubound� ¼ ½�0:15; 0:75� ð0:4Þ� ¼ ½�0:15; 0:35�

and the bound of the another sub-cube cube(w*,11) is

½lbound; ubound� ¼ ½�0:15þ ð0:4Þ; 0:75� ¼ ½0:25; 0:75�

The above equations are much simpler, so that the val-

ues of the bounds of the sub-cube could be real-time

obtained. Through the calculated values of the bounds,

some special cubes are defined as following.

Definition 5 (positive cube) If the lower bound of a sub-

cube is positive (lbound > 0), it means all the input vectors

of the sub-cube would activate the neuron. Such a sub-cube

is called positive cube.

Definition 6 (negative cube) If the upper bound of a sub-

cube is negative (ubound < 0), it means all the input vectors

of the sub-cube would not activate the neuron anymore.

Such a sub-cube is called negative cube.

Definition 7 (uncertain cube) If a sub-cube is neither a

positive cube nor a negative cube, Such a sub-cube is

called uncertain cube. Only some input vectors of the cube

would activate the neuron. Hence, it needs to be decom-

posed again.

2.3 Rules of sub-cube

Since a positive cube’s lower bound is positive, all u(x) in

the cube are positive and would make the neuron activated.

Oppositely a negative cube’s upper bound is negative, thus

all inputs in it would not make the neuron activated. Be-

cause a positive cube is a set that all input vectors in it

would activate the neuron, thus this kind of cube represents

as a rule of the neuron. If a cube cube(w*, x1, x2, ..., xm) is a

positive cube, then the corresponding rule atom of it is

Ym

i¼1

eðxiÞ where eðxiÞ ¼
xi; xi ¼ 1

xi; xi ¼ 0

�
ð12Þ

½lboundmþ1; uboundmþ1� ¼

½lboundm; uboundm � wmþ1�; xmþ1 ¼ 0;wmþ1 � 0

½lboundm � wmþ1; uboundm�; xmþ1 ¼ 0;wmþ1\0

½lboundm þ wmþ1; uboundm�; xmþ1 ¼ 1;wmþ1 � 0

½lboundm; uboundm þ wmþ1�; xmþ1 ¼ 1;wmþ1\0

8
>><

>>:
ð11Þ
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Example 5 According to Example 4, the bound of

cube(w*,11) is

½lbound; ubound� ¼ ½0:25; 0:75�:

Because lbound(0.25 = 0) is positive, the sub-cube is

positive cube. Therefore, the neuron has a rule is x1 x2.

Similarly, a negative cube also can represent as a rule

(negative rule) which wouldn’t make the neuron active.

2.4 The algorithm of rule extraction

To extract rules from a neuron is method to find out the all

sub-sets of input vectors which could make the neuron

activated. And the positive cubes are such kinds of sub-sets

which all input vectors in them would make neuron acti-

vated. Therefore the principle of the bound decomposition

tree algorithm (BDT) is to divide the cube of all input

vectors of a neuron into sub-cubes repeatedly until all

positive cubes had been found. The process of the algo-

rithm can be seen as a hierarchical search.

Algorithm 1. Bound Decomposition Tree (BDT)

Input: A neuron’s weights and bias

Output: Extract rules of the neuron

Step 1. Set positive cube set, negative cube set, positive

rule set, and negative rule set as empty

Set uncertain cube set as cube(w*)

Step 2. Select a cube x form the uncertain cube set

Step 3. Divide the cube x into two sub-cubes: cube m,

cube n

Step 4. Compute the bound of cube m and n with

Eq. (11)

Step 5. Check the cube m and cube n separately,

If the cube is positive cube, add it to the positive cube set

Else if the cube is negative cube, add it to the negative

cube set

Else add it to the uncertain cube set

Step 6. If the uncertain cube set is not empty go to Step

2.

Step 7. Transform each cube in the positive cube set into

rules with Eq.(12), and insert them into positive rule set.

Similarly, negative cube set also can be transform to

negative rules and insert into negative rule set.

Step 8. Then, positive rule set contains the rules which

make the neuron active; and negative rule set contains

the rules which make the neuron inactive. (end)

[x1,x2,x3] = [-,-,-]
Bound = [-1.05,0.75]

cube(w*) : uncertain cube

[w1,w2,w3,w0] = [0.9,0.4,-0.5,-0.55]

[x1,x2,x3] = [1,-,-]
Bound = [-0.15,0.75]

cube( ,1) : uncertain cube

[x1,x2,x3] = [0,-,-]
Bound = [-1.05,-0.15]

cube(w*,0) : negative cube

x1=0 x1=1

[x1,x2,x3] = [1,0,-]
Bound = [-0.15,0.35]

cube( ,10) : uncertain cube

[x1,x2,x3] = [1,1,-]
Bound = [0.25,0.75]

cube( ,11) : positive cube

x2=1x2=0

[x1,x2,x3] = [1,1,0]
Bound = [0.35,0.35]

cube( ,100) : positive cube

[x1,x2,x3] = [1,1,1]
Bound = [-0.15,-0.15]

cube( ,101) : negative cube

x3=0 x3=1
x1x2

x1x2
'x3

'

Rule = x1x2 + x1x2
'x3

'  =  x1x2 +x1x2
'

Fig. 2 The diagram of

Example 6
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Example 6 For a neuron with [w1, w2, w3, w0] = [0.9,

0.4, –0.5, –0.55] as shown in Fig. 2, The bound of the

cube(w*) of the neuron is [–0.5 + (–0.55), 0.9 + 0.4 +

(–0.55)] = [–1.05, 0.75]. It is an uncertain cube; hence it

needs to divide into two smaller sub-cubes with x1.

cube(w*, 1) = [–1.05 + 0.9, 0.75] = [–0.15, 0.75] is still

an uncertain cube.

cube(w*, 0) = [–1.05, 0.75 – 0.9] = [–1.05, –0.15] is a

negative cube.

cube(w*, 1) is also needs to divide into sub-cubes with

x2.

cube(w*, 11) = [–0.15 + (0.4), 0.75] = [0.25, 0.75] is a

positive cube.

cube(w*, 10) = [–0.15, 0.75–(0.4)] = [–0.15, 0.35] is

still an uncertain cube.

cube(w*, 10) is also needs to divide into sub-cubes with

x3.

cube(w*, 101) = [–0.15, 0.35] = [–0.15, –0.15] is a

negative cube.

cube(w*, 100) = [–0.15–(–0.5), 0.35] = [0.35, 0.35] is a

positive cube

Only cube(w*, 11) and cube(w*, 100) are positive cube,

so the rules of the neuron are x1x2 + x1x2¢ x3¢.
And the rules can be simplified as x1x2 + x1x3¢.

3 Rule pruning

In this section, a pruning method would be provided for the

BDT algorithm. A neuron’s input vectors can be linearly

separated into two parts through u(x) (u(x) ‡ 0 and u(x) <

0). The input vectors with u(x) ‡ 0 would make the neuron

active, and others wouldn’t. The separation is explicit, but

a neuron may not learn perfect and the input vectors which

is near the hyper-plane (u(x) = 0) should be fuzzy and

uncertain. So, the ideal of the pruning method of BDT

algorithm is increasing a threshold D that if the input

vectors is close enough to the hyper-plan (–D £ u(x)

£ D), these input vectors will be seen as ‘‘do not-case’’

state. It means these input vectors could be either active or

inactive the neuron, they are unclear. Then they can be

classified into the positive cubes or the negative cubes

when it needed. With the above concept, it just need to

modify the Definitions 5 and 6 as

Definition 8 (positive cube with threshold D) A sub-cube

is a positive cube if its lower bound is large then –D.

Definition 9 (negative cube with threshold D) A sub-cube

is a negative cube if its upper bound is small then D.

Example 7 According to Example 4, the threshold D is

0.2. The bound of the cube(w*) of the neuron is [–0.5 + (–

0.55), 0.9 + 0.4 + (–0.55)] = [–1.05, 0.75]. It is an uncertain

cube; thus it needs to divide into two smaller sub-cubes

with x1.

cubeðw�; 1Þ ¼ ½�1:05þ 0:9; 0:75� ¼ ½�0:15; 0:75�

the lbound is –0.15 > –D(–0.2), so it is a positive cube.

cubeðw�; 0Þ ¼ ½�1:05; 0:75� 0:9�
¼ ½�1:05;�0:15� is a negative cube.

Then the rule of the neuron is x1 as shown in Fig. 3. h

In the next section, the pruning capability will be shown

with Monk’s problem.

4 Experiments

This section applies the above methods to several experi-

ments. The first example simply extracts the rule of an

For a neuron with [w1, w2, w3, w0] = [0.9, 0.4, -0.5, -0.55] , 

Negative
Halfspace

110 (max)
w'x+w0=0.75

010
w'x+w0=-0.15

100
w'x+w0=0.35

111
w'x+w0=0.25

000
w'x+w0=-0.55

101
w'x+w0=-0.15

011
w'x+w0=-0.65

001 (min)
w'x+w0=-1.05

hyperplane
(neuron eqn)

x1'(0--)

x1(1--)

UUnncceerrttaaiinn
NNooddee

UUnncceerrttaaiinn
NNooddee

[-1.05, 0.75]
null (---)

[-1.05, -0.15]
x1' (0--)

s1=0 s1=1

[-0.15, 0.75]
x1(1--)

IS=
{}

{1}

boundvar=

0.9

1.8layer 0

layer 1

Negative
Halfspace

Positive
Halfspace

Positive
Halfspace

a b

Fig. 3 a the pruned

hypercubes, b the BDT

algorithm with pruning
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exclusive-OR neural network. The second experiment uses

practical data to extract the rules for the Monk’s problem.

In addition, a comparison with existing algorithms

(MofN[4, 5], Garcez [2]), indicates practical engineering

applications, as briefly illustrated. And at finally experi-

ment, the BDT algorithm is used in an application of

Chinese Medicine Diagnosis.

4.1 Exclusive-OR problem

Exclusive-OR (XOR) function is the simplest nonlinear

problem for neural networks, which can only be solved by

a multi-layer neural network. Here, we use this XOR

function as the first trial for our extraction algorithm. The

constructed neural network has two inputs (x1 and x2), 2

hidden neurons (y1 and y2) and 1 output (z1). The inputs to

this network are adopted from one of the combinations (0,

0), (0, 1), (1, 0) or (1, 1) and the threshold functions of both

hidden and output neurons are log-sigmoid.

After the neural network is trained with data of XOR; the

weights (including bias) of hidden node y1 is w1 = [w11,

w12, w10] = [–11.2272, –8.9857, 15.1622], the weights of

hidden node y2 is w2 = [w21, w22, w20] = [10.9370,

12.4174, –5.7943], and the weights of output neuron z is v

= [v1, v2, v0] = [–28.0095, –32.2535, 44.7402]. Then our

rule-extraction algorithm is applied to the above three

neurons in hidden and output layers. The extracted positive

rules are y1 ¼ Rp;w1� ¼ x01 þ x1x02; y2 ¼ Rp;w2� ¼ x2 þ x1x02;
and z ¼ Rp;v� ¼ y02 þ y01y2: Obviously, the output rule can

be rewritten as z ¼ Rp;v� ¼ y02 þ y01y2 ¼ x01x02 þ x1x2; which

exactly accomplishes the XOR function.

4.2 Comparison with MONK’s problems

This subsection applies the above rule-extraction algorithm

to the well-known MONK’s problem [17], which has been

widely used as a benchmark for machine learning systems

and many rule extraction algorithms. Then with the same

problem, BDT will be compared with those from MofN [4,

5] and from Garcez’s algorithm [2].

In MONK’s problem, experimental data come from

robots with six attributes: head_shape 2 {round, square,

octagon}, body_shape 2 {round, square, octagon},

is_smiling 2 {yes, no}, holding 2 {sword, balloon, flag},

jacket_color 2 {red, yellow, green, blue}, and has_

tie 2 {yes, no}. MONK’s problem includes three sub-

problems, each of which has robots with different

conditions, as Table 1 described.

The neural networks for MONK’s problem as used for

rule extraction are Thrun’s trained BPNs [17]. The accu-

racies of the networks for problem 1, 2 and 3, to training

data is 100, 100, and 93.1%, respectively. With the pro-

posed algorithm in this paper, the corresponding rules are

extracted with the accuracies 99.5, 100, and 97.2%, as

shown in Fig. 4.

For the example of MONK 1, only 2 examples

(#185 = [01010001001100010, 1] and #186) of the rule

sets make differences for the resultant network; and in

MONK 3, even 12 examples are better. The calculated

outputs of hidden nodes (h1, h2, h3) are [0.4367, 0.9999,

0.7249] with hard-limited values [011]. The weights of

the output neuron are [9.249339, 8.639715, –9.419991,

–3.670920], and then Algorithm 1 gives the extracted

rule h1h2 + h1h3
¢ + h2h3

¢ . It can be observed that

logsig(0.4367*9.249339 + 0.9999*8.639715 + 0.7249

*(–9.419991) –3.670920) = 0.8984 > 0.5 and hardlimit

(0*9.249339 + 1*8.639715 + 1*(–9.419991) –3.670920) =

0. Therefore, when the networks’ threshold functions are

Fig. 4 The accuracies of the experimental NNs and extracted rules

Table 1 The conditions for the MONK’s problems

Subproblem MONK 1 MONK 2 MONK 3

Condition (head_shape = body_shape)

or (jacket_color = red)

Exactly two of the six attributes

have their first value

(jacket_color = green and holding = sword)

or (jacket_color != blue and

body_shape != octagon)

Example number 432 432 432

Training number 124 169 122

Have noise NO NO 5%
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replaced from log-sigmoid to hard-limited, the accuracies

of the extracted rules of the networks for all these three

problems are 100%. This is because the output of h1

(0.4367) is too close to the threshold (0.5). This phenom-

enon corresponds to the unsound and incomplete problem

of decompositional extraction algorithm described by

Garcez [2].

At next, BDT will be compared with those from

MofN [4, 5] and from Garcez’s algorithm [2]. MofN

adopts special (m of n) rule formats, which makes the

extracted rules more concise and the processing speed

faster. On the contrary, Garcez’s algorithm [2] uses

Boolean logic. All these algorithms are implemented by

MATLAB and Java together, and the test data comes

from 100 execution cycles of MONK’s Problem 1 [17].

The experiment environment is Intel Celeron 1.7GHz

CPU and Microsoft Windows XP. The test results (rule

numbers and rule antecedent numbers) are listed in

Table 2. Here, the BDT algorithm is tested by no prun-

ing and by pruning with two thresholds, while MofN is

checked by three clusters.

In Table 2, h1–h3 are three hidden nodes in the hidden

layer and o1 is the output neuron. ‘‘Rule Number’’ is the

rule number extracted from a neuron and ‘‘Rule Anteced-

ent Number’’ is the number of antecedents of all rules.

Obviously, a smaller ‘‘Rule Number’’ represents fewer

rules and a smaller ‘‘Rule Antecedent Number’’ represents

more concise rules. Table 2 shows that the pruning makes

‘‘Rule Number’’ and ‘‘Rule Antecedent Number’’ greatly

reduced at a little cost of precision. At the same repre-

sentation of Boolean logic, ‘‘Rule Number’’ from BDT is

less than that from others. It can be found that the pruning

makes BDT algorithm greatly improved. Thus, a suitable

choice of pruning threshold brings a smaller number of

extracted rules with more concise forms with finite influ-

ence. As for execution speed, BDT performs like MofN,

but it has better performance and more concise rule forms

then Garcez’s algorithm.

4.3 The Voting Record

In the sub-section, BDT Algorithm is tested with the voting

record [35]. These data have 435 Instances (267 democrats,

168 republicans), and the number of attributes is 16 (all

Boolean valued). In the thesis of Schlimmer show that

there are about 90–95% accuracy appears to be STAG-

GER’s asymptote [36].

At the beginning, we create a neuron with 16 inputs to

be trained with the above voting record. The test result

shows that the accuracy of the neuron is 98.62% (six re-

cords are missed). As the MONK’s problem, we also use

BDT, Garcez and MofN to extract rules from the neuron,

and the result is show in Table 3.

In Table 3, it shows that BDT algorithm has great

accuracy, and it can reduce the extracted rules number and

complexity with pruning. When the threshold D = 0.3, the

prediction rules number is only 11(for Democrats) and

4(for Republicans).

Next, we try to find out the correlation variable between

the attributes and classes of the voting records. Then only

eight attributes with high correlation variable are the choice

inputs of a new neuron. The choice attributes are:

Table 2 The test results for BDT, MofN, and Garcer algorithms

BDT BDT with

pruning (D = 2)

BDT with

pruning (D = 4)

MofN

(k mean = 7)

MofN

(k mean = 3)

MofN

(k mean = 2)

Garcez

Rule Format Boolean Logic Boolean Logic Boolean Logic M-of-N M-of-N M-of-N Boolean Logic

Rule Number

h1 286 74 34 11 4 3 (2,315)a 45,369

h2 1969 84 29 45 9 3 (7,956) 50,276

h3 531 24 11 12 5 3 (780) 54,168

o1 3 3 3 1 1 1 3

Rule Antecedent Number

h1 1909 360 145 36 8 5 417,131

h2 15692 418 129 166 20 5 454,960

h3 3685 92 36 35 10 3 47,7476

o1 6 6 6 1 1 1 6

Accuracy 99.5% 98.6% 97.2% 99.5% 98.6% 98.1% 99.5%

Execute Time (Running 1000 times) unit : second

Matlab 71.0 21.5 18.4 76.7 25.16 16.6 35,094

Java 26.1 1.21 0.90 3.14 1.26 0.59 969.5

a The number in parenthesis is the rule number of Boolean logic format
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x1 = physician-fee-freeze

x2 = adoption-of-the-budget-resolution

x3 = el-salvador-aid

x4 = education-spending

x5 = aid-to-nicaraguan-contras

x6 = mx-missile

x7 = superfund-right-to-sue

x8 = education-spending

After training, it shows that the accuracy of the neuron is

96.09% (17 records are missed). And the comparison of

extracted rules is showed in Table 4.

From the Table 4, it shows that after reduce the inputs

number of the neuron with correlation variable; all the

extracted rule numbers of BDT, Garcez and MofN are

obviously decreasing and the accuracies still keep very

well. The extracted rules of BDT(D = 0.3) are:

Democrat rule ¼ x01x3 þ x01 � x05
¼ ððphysician-fee-freeze is noÞ

andðel-salvador-aid is yesÞÞ or

ððphysician-fee-freeze is noÞ
andðaid-to-nicaraguan-contras is noÞÞ

Republican rule ¼ x1 � x02
¼ ðphysician-fee-freeze is yes) and

(adoption-of-the-budget-resolution is noÞ

The above rules are very simple, but still have high accu-

racy (96.55% to neuron, 93.56% to voting data).

4.4 The mushroom data

In the subsection, the mushroom data [37] is used to test the

BDT algorithm and compare to Garcez’s algorithm and

MofN. The data is asymptoted to 95% classification accu-

racy after reviewing 1,000 instances [36]. There are 8,124

instances in the data, and each instance has 22 attributes.

The output class of the instances is poisonous or not.

Because the attributes of the mushroom data are multi-

value, hence it needs to create a neuron with 124 inputs to

learn the knowledge of the data. After training, the accu-

racy of the neuron is 100%. It seems to be great, but the

number of the neuron’s inputs is too large. No matter BDT

algorithm, Gracez’s algorithm or MofN are all needed very

long time to extract the rules, and the number of the ex-

tracted rules is huge. Therefore, as the method used in

voting record, we find out the correlation variable of each

inputs to the class. When it reduces the number of training

data inputs to be 15, the accuracy of the neuron is 98.42%

(128 mistakes in 8,124 instance). Then we try to reduce the

number of inputs to be only 8, the accuracy of the neuron is

still great (97.74%, 184 mistakes). The eight choice inputs

are show as the following:

x1: odor = none

x2: odor = foul

Table 4 The test results of voting record for BDT, MofN, and Garcer algorithms with only eight attributes

BDT D = 0 BDT D = 0.2 BDT D = 0.3 Garcez MofN (k = 7) MofN (k = 5) MofN (k = 3)

Extracted Rule Number

Democrats 11 3 2 82 6(16)a 4(16)a 3(16)a

Republicans 11 2 1

Accuracy

To data 95.86% 94.02% 93.56% 95.86% 94.94% 95.17% 95.17%

To Neuron 99.31% 97.01% 96.55% 99.31% 97.93% 97.70% 97.70%

a The number in parenthesis is the rule number of Boolean logic format

Table 3 The test results of voting record for BDT, MofN, and Garcer algorithms

BDT D = 0 BDT D = 0.2 BDT D = 0.3 Garcez MofN (k = 7) MofN (k = 5) MofN(k = 3)

Extracted Rule Number

Democrats 754 35 11 22452 6 (924)a 6 (1428)a 4 (3024)a

Republicans 722 20 4

Accuracy

To data 97.24% 94.25% 91.72% 97.47% 93.56% 95.86% 95.17%

To Neuron 98.62% 95.17% 92.64% 98.62% 93.33% 96.09% 94.94%

a The number in parenthesis is the rule number of Boolean logic format
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x3: stalk-surface-above-ring = silky

x4: stalk-surface-below-ring = silky

x5: ring-type = pendant

x6: gill-size = broad

x7: gill-color = buff

x8: bruises = yes

The extracted results are shown in Table 5.

The extracted rules of BDT algorithm with D = 0.2 are:

The above rules are also simple and have high accuracy

(95.37%).

4.5 Application to chinese medicine diagnosis

At this point, BDT is applied to a real problem. In the

field of Chinese medicine, an expert system is built by

BDT for diagnosing coronary artery disease (CAD) [20].

This expert system is a hybrid-intelligence system. This

means its major framework is a traditional expert system

with knowledge base, but the knowledge acquisition

process is implemented with neural network and rule

extraction.

The system is built in 4 steps: (1) Data collection: A

questionnaire about CAD is designed with 72 items,

including 53 Chinese symptoms, 10 clinical diagnostic

records and 9 syndromes determined by doctors [19]. And

this questionnaire is used to collect 47 case data from the

Far Eastern Memorial Hospital from Novemeber 2003 to

April 2004. (2) Input selection: by correlation analysis, 30

out of 63 inputs (Chinese symptoms and clinical diagnostic

records) are selected for the neuron inputs, as Table 6 a

listed. (3) Neural network training: Build a 30 · 9 single-

layer perceptron and execute a 5,000-epoch delta learning

rule. (4) Knowledge base with rule extraction: BDT algo-

rithm can extract rules from the above neural network, as

Table 6 b shows. These rules can be stored into a knowl-

edge base of expert system.

The extracted rules are proposed to the original doctor

for his discussion. The rules of heart qi vacuity, heart yin

vacuity and kidney yang vacuity have connection with the

clinical diagnostic records. For example, heart qi vacuity

relates to 3VD. The major reason is that coronary throm-

bosis causes anoxemic heart muscles and the qi and blood

of the patients with anoxemic heart muscles are vacuous.

Table 5 The test results of mushroom data for BDT, MofN, and Garcer algorithms with only eight attributes

BDT D = 0 BDT D = 0.1 BDT D = 0.2 Garcez MofN (k = 7) MofN (k = 5) MofN (k = 3)

Extracted Rule Number

Poisonous 18 13 7 106 8(24)a 8(25)a 4(28)a

Not poisonous 22 7 3

Accuracy

To data 97.74% 95.77% 95.27% 97.74% 97.74% 97.74% 97.74%

To Neuron 100% 97.74% 95.37% 100% 100% 100% 100%

a The number in parenthesis is the rule number of Boolean logic format

Poisonous rule ¼ x01x2 þ x2x3x06 þ x01x3x06 þ x2x3x08 þ x01x3x08 þ x2x06x08 þ x01x06x08
¼ ððodor is foulÞÞ or ððodor is foulÞandðstalk-surface-above-ring is silkyÞandðgill-size is narrowÞÞor

ððodor is not noneÞ andðstalk-surface-above-ring is silkyÞ andðgill-size is narrowÞÞor

ððodor is foulÞandðstalk-surface-above-ring is silkyÞandðbruises is noÞÞor

ððodor is not noneÞandðstalk-surface-above-ring is silkyÞandðbruises is noÞÞor

ððodor is foulÞandðgill-size is narrowÞandðbruises is noÞÞor

ððodor is not noneÞandðgill-size is narrowÞandðbruises is noÞÞ

Non-poisonous rule ¼ x1x02x6 þ x1x02x03 þ x02x03x6x8

¼ ððodor is noneÞandðgill-size is broadÞÞor

ððodor is noneÞandðstalk-surface-above-ring is not silkyÞÞor

ððodor is not foulÞandðstalk-surface-above-ring is not silkyÞandÞorðbruises is yesÞ
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Such rule (heart qi vacuity —x9x10) connects eastern and

western medical practicer.

5 Conclusions

Based on the analysis of inputs and weights, this paper

proposes an algorithm to extract the positive and negative

Boolean rules of a neuron at the same time, then extends

the rules for a neural network. From the hyperplane func-

tion of the neuron, the positive and negative sub-cubes in

positive and negative halfspaces and their upper and lower

bounds can be found. The corresponding bounds of

decomposed sub-cubes have some specific relationships.

Therefore, starting from the overall inputs cube and we can

construct a BDT (bound decomposition tree) through sor-

ted neuron weight, thus the positive, negative, and even

uncertain, Boolean rules of the rules can be obtained. These

rules can be further pruned to get simpler forms.

This algorithm is verified by several data. Firstly, an

exclusive-OR neural network is introduced to check the

results of extracted rules. The second example uses

MONK’s problems to test BDT algorithm and also com-

pares to Garcez’s algorithm and MofN. It shows that BDT

(including pruning) performs like MofN [4, 5], but com-

pared to Garcez’s algorithm [2], BDT has better perfor-

mance and more concise rule forms.

There are four important major criteria (accuracy,

fidelity, consistency and comprehensibility) of rule quality

provided by Andrew et al. [12]. In the experiment results

Table 6 (a) Network inputs; (b) syndrome outputs and their corresponding outputs

(a) Inputs (all are Chinese symptoms except x10 and x12) (b) Syndrome outputs and the corresponding extracted rules

(the numbers are the counts of data sets with values = 1‘s)

Syndrome Rule

x1 Oppressed in the chest Qi stagnation (20) x1 (17), x¢1x2 (3)

x2 Heavy-headedness

x3 Purplish lip Blood stasis (29) x3 (28), x¢3x4 (1)

x4 Pain at fixed position

x5 Dry tongue fur Thick phlegm (3) x5x6 (1), x¢5x6x7 (2)

x6 Phlegm

x7 Thick tongue fur Qi stasis due to cold (5) x8 (5)

x8 Cold

x9 Panting Heart qi vacuity (19) x9x10 (11), x9x¢10x11 (6),

x9x¢10x¢11x12 (2)x10 3VD

x11 Sleep disorders Heart blood vacuity (1) x13 (1)

x12 LCX

x13 Bloodless complexion Heart yin vacuity (20) x14 x¢15x¢16(5), x¢14x¢15x¢16x17x18(1),

x14 x¢15x16x17 x¢18(1),

x14 x15x16 x17 x18 x19 (1),

x14 x15 x¢16x17 x¢18x19 (1),

x¢14x¢15x¢16x17 x¢18x19 (5),

x11 x14 x15 x¢16x¢17x¢18x19 (1),

x11 x¢14x¢15x¢16x¢17¢x¢18x19 (2),

x11 x¢14x¢15 x¢16 x17 x¢18 x¢19 (1),

x11 x¢14 x¢15 x¢16 x¢17 x18 x¢19 (1),

x¢11 x14 x¢15 x16 x¢17 x18 x¢19 x¢20 (1)

x14 Few tongue fur

x15 frequent urination

x16 Unstable Angina

x17 Fissured tongue

x18 Lazy speech

x19 Hypertension

x20 Afraid of hot

x21 Oppressed in the chest

x22 Afraid of cold

x23 Oliguria Heart yang vacuity (4) x14 x¢15x¢21 x22 x23 x¢24 x25 x¢26 x¢27 (1),

x¢14 x¢15 x21 x22 x¢23 x¢24x25 x26 x¢27 (1),

x14 x15 x21 x22 x¢23 x¢24x¢25 x26x27 x¢28 (1),

x¢8 x14x15 x21 x¢22 x23 x24 x¢25x26 x27 x¢28x¢29 (1)

x24 Loss of bladder control

x25 Felling of inertia on weak waist and knee

x26 Puffiness of legs

x27 Disordered pulse Kidney yang vacuity (8) x26 x¢27 x29 (1), x¢5x¢26 x¢27 x29 (3), x¢5x¢26 x27x29x30 (1),

x¢5 x18x¢26 x¢27x¢29 x30 (1),

x5 x18 x26 x27 x29 x¢30 (1),

x¢5 x¢10 x¢18 x¢26 x¢27x29 x¢30 (1)

x28 Cold of hands& legs

x29 Weak speech

x30 Diabetes
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of MONK’s problem, voting records and mushroom data,

all show that the accuracy of the BDT algorithm is great.

With the pruning option, BDT algorithm can effectively

reduce the size and complexity of the extracted rules and

keep excellent accuracy. In the experiment of voting re-

cords and mushroom data, the size and of rules extracted

by BDT algorithm with pruning is very little, and the

number of antecedents of per rule are also few. Thus the

comprehensibility of extracted rules is also excellent. Be-

cause BDT algorithm analyzes the weights of neural net-

work directly and uses the decomposition method to check

the bound value of difference input value sets, then find the

fit input combinations to extract the rules of neural net-

work. Hence the rules should mimic the behavior of the

neural network and the fidelity of extracted rules is good.

Finally, the consistency of the extracted rules is also well.

In the paper of Andrew et al. [12], they also provided

five primary classification criteria (rule format, quality,

translucency, complexity and portability) of rule extraction

algorithm.

Rule Format: Boolean logic.

Quality: Extracted rules show high fidelity,

accuracy and simple.

Translucency: Decompositional.

Complexity: Exponential.

Portability: Generally applicable to feed-forward

networks.

Although the complexity of BDT algorithm is exponential,

but in the experiment results of MONK’s problem, the

calculate time of BDT can be substantially reduce with the

pruning. With appropriate threshold (D), the accuracy of

extracted rules with pruning is still excellent. Besides that,

the size and complexity of extracted rules also can be

reduced.

Finally in Sect. 4.5, BDT is applied to a real expert

system of Chinese medical diagnosis to show its practica-

bility. In the future, the BDT algorithm will be improved to

extract rules from continuous value input neural networks.
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